
Math 109 Spring 2006: Mathematial ReasoningMWF 11-11:50, WLH 2207Professor D. Rogalski1. Contat InformationProf. Rogalski's OÆe: 5131 AP&ME-mail: drogalsk�math.usd.eduClass web site: www.math.usd.edu/�drogalsk/math109.html. Chek frequentlyfor updated homework and leture information.OÆe hours: TBASetion Leader: John Farina, 5018 AP&M, and Oded Yaboi, 2301 AP&ME-mail: jfarina�math.usd.edu, oyaobi�math.usd.eduMeeting Times: M 6-6:50 (Farina), M 7-7:50 (Yaobi), HSS 2321OÆe hours: TBA 2. Class DesriptionMath 109 is intended to prepare you for the rigorous upper-division math oursesrequired of math majors. In it, you will learn basi tehniques of proof, propositionallogi and set theory. This ore theory will also be applied to interesting problems innumber theory and ombinatoris. Learning to write good proofs does not happenovernight, or even in a single quarter, and you may �nd it frustrating at �rst. Bythe end of the ourse, the hope is you will ahieve a base level of understanding oftheorem proving, whih you an then build on and improve in subsequent ourses.The most important part of the ourse is the homework. You annot trulylearn how to prove theorems just by wathing others, but have to pratie doing ityourself. Along with more straightforward problems designed to solidify the baside�nitions and onepts, the homeworks will ontain some problems whih I expetyou to �nd diÆult. It is ruial that you begin the homework early, and work onit all week, not in a spurt. You will �nd that if you get stuk on a problem andome bak to it later, you will usually have new ideas and insights. Mathematialwriting is just a speial kind of writing. You should treat your proofs as you wouldshort essays for an English lass. In partiular, you should write in full sentenes,with good grammar, and what you hand in should not be a �rst draft. Your TAswill write many omments on your assignments. They spend a lot of time givingthis advie to you so you an improve, so please read their omments and thinkabout them arefully.The letures are designed to fous on the onepts whih I think are the mostessential. The book will tend to have more information than you need, but is usefulas a seond soure beause it is helpful to see things presented at least two di�erentways. I will tell you when the presentation in the lass di�ers a lot from that in thebook. Some people prefer to read about a topi in the book before it is presented inleture, while some people prefer to read the topi in the book after it is letured on.Do whihever you �nd more helpful. Monday setion will provide an opportunityfor you to ask questions about that week's homework (due Wednesdays), to askother general questions about the material, and to see more proofs and examples1



2in detail. If you would like to meet with me or one of the TAs but annot make oursheduled oÆe hours, please make an appointment to meet at a di�erent time.There will be 2 in-lass midterm exams on Wednesday 4/6/06 and Wednesday5/24/06 and a �nal exam on Monday 6/12/06 from 11:30am-2:30pm. No makeupexams will be given. The �nal grades will be determined using the following break-down: homework 25%, midterms 25%, �nal exam 50%. The lowest homework sorewill be dropped. 3. Tentative SyllabusThe following is a suggested outline of what we will over when. This is subjetto hange, and updates to the shedule will be announed in lass or posted on thewebsite.4/3/06 Introdution to ourse. Propositions, truth tables, onnetives (1.1)4/5 Expressions and tautologies. Introdution to basi number theory. (1.2)4/7 Quanti�ers. Diret Proofs. (1.3-1.4)4/10 Proofs II. Proofs by ontrapositive and ontradition. (1.4-1.5)4/12 Proofs III. More number theory. (1.6)4/14 Set theory I. Basi de�nitions and notation (2.1-2.2)4/17 Set theory II. Basi theorems about sets. Proving sets are equal. (2.2)4/19 Set theory III. Indexed families of sets. (2.3)4/21 Proofs by Indution I. Simple examples. (3.1)4/24 Indution II. Strong indution. Fundamental theorem of arithmeti. (3.2)4/26 EXAM I.4/28 Indution III. Indutive de�nition. Fibonai numbers. (3.3)5/1 More number theory. Eulidean algorithm. (3.4-3.5)5/3 Cartesian produt of sets. Relations. Equivalene relations I. (4.1,4.3)5/5 Equivalene relations II. Equivalene lasses, partitions. (4.3-4.4)5/8 Congruenes in number theory. (4.5)5/10 Partial and linear orders. (4.7)5/12 Funtions I. Surjetions, injetions, bijetions. Composition. (5.1-5.2)5/15 Funtions II. Image and inverse images. (5.6-5.7)5/17 Combinatoris I. Permutations and ombinations. (6.1)5/19 Combinatoris II. Binomial theorem. (6.2-6.3)5/22 Combinatoris III. Inlusion/Exlusion. (6.3)5/24 EXAM II.5/26 Countability I. Basis of ardinality (7.1)5/29 NO CLASS (Memorial Day).5/31 Countability II. Examples of ountable sets. (7.4)6/2 Countability III. Examples of unountable sets. (7.5)6/5 Graph Theory I. (6.4)6/7 Graph Theory II.6/9 Review Day.6/12 Final exam, 11:30am{2:30pm.


